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LETTER FROM THE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Dear Hastings Residents:

O

n Wednesday, March 26, 2014, the community will have the opportunity to vote on a new proposal for the renovation of our school facilities, including work on both our buildings and athletic fields. This combination of
indoor and outdoor work in a single referendum is necessary if we want to receive state aid on the cost of the field
projects, which we definitely want, as it offsets about 40% of the project costs. The board decided on this approach
to the facility projects based on the first vote’s results, the exit survey, conversations with residents, and comments
made at meetings and during the workshops we held in the past two months. It is the board’s consensus on what we
think will balance the most pressing concerns expressed by residents with the district’s needs to maintain the integrity
and function of our buildings and support the school and community athletic programs in a cost effective way.
There are many projects included in the referendum. This proposal includes all of the same work at Hillside Elementary,
Farragut Middle School, and the High School that was part of the October proposal. A list of all the specific building work
can be found on page 3. These projects were identified with the help of an engineering firm and a committee of residents
over the past three years and will protect and improve the condition of the buildings, as well as accommodate the increasing demands of technology integration, and improve the capacity of our high school auditorium to support student music
and drama productions.
The outdoor work – to address the replacement of the track and
the poor condition of our fields as a result of excessive use – has
changed significantly from the October referendum. First, there
is no synthetic turf. Second, the track has a smaller perimeter
and, as a result, causes less change to the current look of Upper
and Lower Reynolds. The tennis courts and playground remain
in their current locations, which preserves the shade trees on
the playground. Third, there will be work at the Burke Estate;
one field will be expanded and one new field will be added to
alleviate the overuse and resulting poor condition of our natural
grass fields. Fourth, some work that was not part of the October
proposal will be done at the Burke Estate, including construction of restrooms, repair of the walkway from Broadway, and
extending the first base line on the baseball diamond to bring
it up to regulation standards. (More details are provided in the
Q and A section of this newsletter.) Finally, this vote includes
two parts, or propositions as they are referred to in official language. Voters will respond either 'yes' or 'no' to each of the two
propositions on the ballot. A 'yes' allows the district to borrow

THE PROPOSITIONS IN
PLAIN ENGLISH
PROPOSITION 1
Will you allow the District to spend up to
$8,081,147 to make repairs and upgrades
to the buildings,and to install a new track
at Reynolds, new fields at the Burke, etc.
as detailed?
PROPOSITION 2
If Proposition 1 is approved, will you
allow the District to spend up to an additional $569,554 to arrange the new fields
at the Burke Estate in a tiered layout?

Continued on page 2
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the money necessary to do the work noted in
the proposition. A 'no' indicates that you do
not approve the expenditure. Please note, this
does not split up the indoor and outdoor work
– the first proposition combines all the building work that was part of the first bond with a
new approach to the track and field issues. We
included the second question because there are
two ways to lay out the Burke Estate fields and
one carries an additional expense.
Proposition 1 includes all the work on the
buildings, the work at Reynolds field, and the
installation of new field space at the Burke
Estate next to the existing soccer fields. In this
proposition, the new fields will all be on the
same level (elevation) and oriented with their
goals at the east and west ends. A 'yes' vote on
Proposition 1 will authorize the district to spend
$8,081,147, which is more than half a million
less than the prior bond proposal. Proposition
2 would allow the fields to be arranged at different elevations, in a tiered approach that fits
more naturally with the terrain and improves
their function by facing them on a north/south
axis so players do not face directly into the
setting sun. If a majority votes yes, the fields
will be installed in tiers at an additional cost of
$569,554. If both propositions are passed, the
total cost will be similar to the October proposal at $8.6 million.
This proposal for the renovation of our facilities has many different parts and to address
whatever questions or concerns you have we
will be holding community meetings to give
you a chance to view models of the layouts
and get into more of the project details. The
first meeting will be on March 5th beginning
at 7 p.m. in the high school library. (Sitters
will be available. If you need one, please let
us know by emailing or calling the District
Clerk.) A second meeting will be on March
19th, also at 7 p.m. but located in the Village
Community Center. We will also be at Hillside
Elementary on March 11th at 8:30 a.m. in
the Café if you want to drop in and see the

What Will the BOND PROVIDE?
PROPOSITION 1
HILLSIDE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL		 $1,883,105
• Roof Replacement
• New flooring; All Purpose Room, Lower Level
• Exterior masonry repointing/repairs/caulking
• Univent replacement (air quality improvement)
• Electric service upgrade
FARRAGUT MIDDLE SCHOOL/			
HASTINGS HIGH SCHOOL
• Auditorium; seats, flooring, sound & light systems,
stage resurfacing, curtains, rigging, sound booth
• Roof replacement on gym and MS Auditorium
• Exterior masonry repointing/repairs/caulking
• Classroom and fire door replacements
• Interior wall and ceiling plaster repair
• Boiler burner replacement
• Electric service upgrade

$2,170,103

$2,721,629
REYNOLDS FIELD,TRACK
• 400-meter track with field event locations,
• New sodded football field
• Bleacher replacement, concrete with wood seats, built into hillside
• Chauncey La. Sidewalk – South Dr. to Croton Ave.
• Resurfaced tennis courts
• 4 15’ high security lights to replace current fixtures
• Officials’ booth, for A/V equipment and storage
BURKE ESTATE					$1,306,310
• New practice field
• Enlargement of existing field to two full size fields
• First base line extended to regulation length
• Repaired walkway to Broadway
• New Restroom facility
FUNDED BY BOND				$7,581,147
				
FUNDED FROM CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
$500,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST – Proposition 1

PROPOSITION 2

BURKE ESTATE
• Tiered placement of new practice field
• Tiered placement of new full size field
• One field remains in location of current
Upper Burke field
• All fields oriented north/south

$8,081,147

				
$569,554

FUNDED BY BOND				$8,150,701
FUNDED FROM CAPITAL RESERVE FUND

$500,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST – Propositions 1 & 2

$8,650,701

Continued on page 3
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MARCH 26, 2014
BOND REFERENDUM
HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON
UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
TOWN OF GREENBURGH,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK

BOND PROPOSITION NO. 1
RESOLVED:
(a) That the Board of Education of the Hastings-on-Hudson Union Free
School District, Westchester County, New York (the “District”), is hereby
authorized to construct improvements and alterations to all District school
buildings and/or the sites thereof (the “Project”); and to expend $8,081,147
therefor; (b) that a tax in the aggregate amount of not to exceed $7,581,147
is hereby authorized to pay a portion of the cost of the Project, such tax to
be levied and collected in installments in such years and in such amounts
as shall be determined by said Board of Education and, that in anticipation
of such tax, bonds of the District are hereby authorized to be issued in the
aggregate principal amount of not to exceed $7,581,147 and a tax is hereby
voted to pay the interest on said bonds as the same shall become due and
payable; and (c) that the $500,000 balance of the Project cost shall be provided from moneys available in the District’s “Capital Reserve Fund for Facility Improvements”, heretofore established following approval by the voters
on May 17, 2011; and such expenditure is hereby authorized and approved.

YES

continued from page 2
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models and ask any questions. Finally, on
March 22nd at 10 a.m. we will host a “Walkaround,” and meet anyone interested in a
first-hand view of the fields at the entrance
to the Upper Burke Field for a quick tour. Of
course, you may also contact us by phone,
via email at boe@hohschools.org, or at
www.facebook.com/hohschoolsbondreferendum. The site plans for the field portion
of the project are available on the district
website and in this newsletter.
We have been working to find a balanced
solution and hope that you will take the
time to consider all the elements. We’d
like to thank everyone who participated
in our recent events and look forward to
moving ahead with one or both of these new
propositions.
Sincerely,
Members of the Board of Education

NO

BOND PROPOSITION NO. 2
RESOLVED:
(a) THAT IN THE EVENT BOND PROPOSITION NO. 1 IS APPROVED,
the Board of Education of the Hastings-on-Hudson Union Free School District, Westchester County, New York (the “District”), is hereby further authorized to enhance certain of the athletic field improvements authorized
pursuant to Bond Proposition No. 1 by re-grading and tiering the playing
fields at the Burke Estate, in said District, and to expend $569,554 therefor;
and (b) that a tax in the aggregate amount of not to exceed $569,554 is
hereby authorized to pay such cost, such tax to be levied and collected in
installments in such years and in such amounts as shall be determined by
said Board of Education and, that in anticipation of such tax, bonds of the
District are hereby authorized to be issued in the aggregate principal amount
of not to exceed $569,554 and a tax is hereby voted to pay the interest on said
bonds as the same shall become due and payable.

YES

NO
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
HOW WILL THIS IMPACT MY TAXES?
Currently, the average household pays $270 annually to cover the repayment of the district’s two outstanding bonds, which will be
maturing within three years. If Proposition 1 is approved, this amount will decline to about $155 per year in 2017, as $13.9 million
in bonds are retired and a new bond of $7.5 million is issued for the building and field work. If Proposition 2 is also approved, the
additional annual tax is $10.
DOES THIS BOND COUNT AGAINST THE 2% PROPERTY TAX CAP?
No. Borrowing costs (principal and interest repayments) are not counted as part of the tax levy change capped at 2%. Therefore,
none of the district’s academic spending – including salaries, programs, and general maintenance – need to be reduced to offset the
cost of this capital project.
WHY ARE THE FIELD AND BUILDING RENOVATIONS IN THE SAME PROPOSAL?
The State provides our district with building aid, which means that for each $100 dollars of expense the State will pay $42 and
Hastings residents will pay $58. An outdoor facility project – like a field – must be linked with indoor building projects to be eligible
for this reimbursement. If the field renovation were a separate proposal, we would pay the total cost of the project.
HOW WILL THE DISTRICT FINANCE THIS PROPOSAL?
In anticipation of the number of capital projects facing the district, the Board created a Capital Reserve Fund in 2011. The balance is
currently $1.4 million; we propose using $500,000 of this reserve and issuing a bond for the balance.
HOW DID THE DISTRICT DECIDE ON THIS FIELD PROPOSAL?
Beginning in 2008, with a Community Field Study Group, the district identified the two most significant outdoor facility issues as
the need for a track replacement and the poor grass conditions on both Reynolds and Burke fields; the result of heavy use by school
and community athletic teams. In addition, we considered all the information gained in the past year, including the vote results, exit
survey, conversations with residents, comments made at meetings, and feedback from our workshops. Overall, the community
wants natural grass, minimal changes at Reynolds, and as low a cost as possible, while bringing the track up to a regulation standard and addressing the field conditions. The proposed track is a regulation shape, but with a smaller footprint to minimize impact
on Reynolds generally. The addition of a field at the Burke Estate will make it possible to rest the fields, which will enhance our
ability to maintain the natural grass surfaces.
WILL COMMUNITY ACCESS TO THE TRACK AND FIELDS BE CHANGED?
No. The community will continue to have the same access to the fields and track that it does now.
ARE ANY CHANGES TO PARKING PLANNED?
No parking spaces will be constructed along any of the adjacent streets. The only parking change is to have team buses from other
schools park near or at the school, rather than on Chauncey Lane.
WHAT CHANGES ARE PROPOSED AT REYNOLDS FIELD?
At Reynolds Field we selected a track design that minimizes the change to the combined upper and lower field areas, which was
identified as a priority by many people at our recent workshops. The track will have the perimeter of a 4-lane 400-meter track, but
by adding two lanes on the interior of the oval we are able to capture the functionality of a standard six-lane track. The bleachers will
be replaced in a style similar to the current bleachers, that is, concrete risers built into the hillside, running parallel to the new track.
There will be a booth built into the opposite hillside for A/V and storage use. Field event pads will be placed within the oval so we
will have spaces for jumping and throwing events.
Lower Reynolds Field will continue to be configured as it is today. The tennis courts will be resurfaced, but left in their current location. The playground will also stay put, with an update of the equipment provided by the Village. Two retaining walls are necessary
for this layout: one by the edge of the tennis court, replacing and increasing the height of the current wall, and another at the eastern
end of the field between the berm and the existing wall. Fewer trees are impacted by this layout in comparison to the October proposal, including the shade trees on the playground.
The lighting at the track will be limited to replacement of the existing security lights with four 12’-15’ high pedestrian-style lights
located at the corners of the track oval. Also, a sidewalk along Chauncey Lane is part of the proposition.
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WHAT CHANGES ARE PROPOSED AT THE BURKE ESTATE?
One of the fundamental issues we are trying to address is the worn condition of our fields that results from the excessive use they
receive from the school, community, and Village programs our children participate in. Adding fields is one way to address this, and
there is open space available on the Upper Burke. Proposition 1 would expand this field and create two full-sized fields and an additional practice field. This requires filling a portion of the northwestern corner of the currently cleared area so that it is at the same
level as the existing field. These fields would be oriented east to west, i.e., the length of the fields would run from the Farragut Ave.
side of the Burke Estate toward Broadway. This orientation does pose a problem for the players, particularly during fall afternoons,
as the setting sun shines directly into their eyes.
On the Lower Burke field, the baseball field’s first base line would be extended by 15’ to bring the field into compliance with regulation standards. Also, a restroom facility would be built near the drive up from Farragut Avenue.
An alternative approach for the new fields is to orient them north/south, running the length of the fields parallel to Broadway. To
minimize the need for retaining walls with this layout, the fields can be tiered into the western slope of the Estate, with the field
closer to Broadway placed lower than the current field level. Short slopes would separate the fields, providing the advantages of a
nice spot for spectators and fewer chances for confusion between activities on adjacent fields. Tiering does have aesthetic as well as
athletic benefits, but requires more earth-moving than having all the fields on one level and therefore comes with a higher price.
Recognizing the importance of holding down costs, we decided to separate this expense from the basic plan, and it is identified as
Proposition 2.
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PROPOSITIONS?
Proposition 1 includes all the building work, the track at Reynolds, new fields at Burke installed on one level, and the other elements
noted in Table 1. If you think the district should move ahead with all of this, you should vote 'yes'. If Proposition 1 receives a majority approval, then the response to Proposition 2 becomes important. A majority approval of Proposition 2 would allow the district to
borrow additional money to install the fields on the Burke Estate in the tiered elevations as described above.
Just to be clear, the propositions are not written so that you need to pick between them. Proposition 1 is the core proposal that provides
for all the necessary building, field, and track work and a 'yes' vote indicates that you think the district should move forward, while
a 'no' vote indicates not to do the work. If Proposition 1 is approved, then the vote on Proposition 2 only indicates whether you would
have the district spend additional money to put the fields on multiple levels for the aesthetic and athletic benefits that the Proposition
2 layout provides.
WHAT HAPPENS IF THE PROPOSITIONS ARE NOT APPROVED?
If Proposition 1 is not approved by a majority, then no work will be done. State law requires that we wait one year before voting on
another facility repairs proposal. This delay, combined with the current back-log in the state approval process would likely prevent
us from doing most of the work for at least a couple of years. This would add uncertainty to the costs of individual projects within
the proposal as well as to borrowing costs. It is also likely that we would need to use more of the Capital Reserve Fund as we will
probably have to do some of the building projects before we are able to include them as part of a bond referendum.
If Proposition 1 is approved, but Proposition 2 is not, then all the building work, the track and related items at Reynolds will be done,
and the new fields at the Burke Estate will be installed on one level.
If Propositions 1 and 2 are both approved, all the building work, the track and related items at Reynolds will be done, and the new
fields at the Burke Estate will be installed in a tiered layout.
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IF PROPOSITION 1 ONLY PASSES Burke Field Configuration.

Aerial View Looking Southeast

IF PROPOSITION 2 PASSES

Burke will change to having tiered fields.

Aerial View Looking Southeast
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IF PROPOSITION 1 PASSES Reynolds Field Configuration.

Diagram
explanation
available at
www.hohschools.org
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YOUR GUIDE TO THE HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIAL ELECTION BOND REFERENDUM
FACILITY PROJECT VOTE
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26
7 AM – 9 PM
COCHRAN GYMNASIUM, HHS
In order to vote, you must be:
A citizen of the United States.
18 years old as of March 26, 2014.
A resident of the District for 30 days
prior to March 26, 2014.
Must be a qualified voter
of the school district.

VOTER REGISTRATION
Voter registration will take place in the
lobby of Hastings High School on:
Thursday, March 20, 2014 from 4 PM to 8 PM
or by appointment only on
Saturday, March 22 between 9 AM - 12 Noon.

Absentee Ballots
1. Absentee Ballot applications are available on the district website
www.hohschools.org, by mail, or in person at the District Clerk's Office.
Applications can be returned by mail, in-person, or emailed to the District Clerk.: genauerj@hohschools.org.

2. Once received, an Official Absentee Ballot will be mailed to the eligible
voter or the eligible voter may obtain the ballot in person from the
District Clerk.
3. Ballots are due to the District Clerk by 5 p.m. March 25, 2014 by mail
or hand-delivery only. Postmark dates are not acceptable as ballots must
be counted the day of the vote. Absentee Ballots will be kept unopened,
in a locked cabinet until voting day.
The application for an Absentee Ballot must be received at least 7 days prior to
voting day. Be aware that this does not allow much time for turnaround.The
vote will take place on March 26, 2014. If the completed application is mailed to
the District Clerk, it must be received by Wednesday, March 19, 2014 at 11 AM.

If the application is hand-delivered to the District Clerk:
A completed application may be returned to the District Clerk on the
last day before the Hastings-On-Hudson UFSD Bond Referendum Vote,
which would be Tuesday, March 25 at 5:00 p.m. Upon delivering the
completed application, the applicant may take, fill-out, and return the
Absentee Ballot to the District Clerk on the same day.
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